The Sum-and-Product riddle was first published in the reference H. Freudenthal (1969, Nieuw Archief voor Wiskunde 3, 152) [6]. We provide an overview on the history of the dissemination of this riddle through the academic and puzzle-math community. This includes some references to precursors of the riddle, that were previously (as far as we know) unknown.
Introduction
The following problem, or riddle, was first stated in the Dutch-language mathematics journal Nieuw Archief voor Wiskunde in 1969 [6] (see Figure 1 ) and subsequently solved in Ref. [7] . A translation of the original formulation is: In Ref. [22] the problem is elegantly modelled in modal logic in such a way that it can be processed in the (first-order) logic theorem prover FOL. This includes an-almost off-hand-introduction of what corresponds to the essential concept of 'common knowledge': what Sum and Product commonly know is crucial to a clear understanding of the problem. Common knowledge had received a very interesting treatment already in Lewis' 1969 book Convention [19] (and also appears in other philosophical literature from that period, e.g. in Schiffer's work [30] ), but McCarthy seems to have re-invented it in his 1981 article, thereby inspiring research on common knowledge in Artificial Intelligence.
There are several differences between the McCarthy and the Freudenthal version. In the McCarthy version the upper bound for both numbers is 99 (a), in the Freudenthal version the upper bound for their sum is 100. Also, unlike Freudenthal, McCarthy allows the two numbers to be the same (b). Many more number pairs are therefore allowed in the McCarthy version, e.g. (99,99) with sum 198. Also, in the second announcement, Sum gives some additional information that does not appear in the Freudenthal-version of the dialogue, namely 'I don't know either' (c). It can be shown that none of these three changes ((a),(b),(c)), or their interaction, affects the solution. In particular, the addition "I don't know either" is superfluous. After Product's first announcement it is already common knowledge among Sum and Product (and to the reader) that 'Sum doesn't know either', because Sum only knows the two numbers from the start when they are 2 and 3 (i.e. in the Freudenthal version; in the McCarthy version: when they are 2 and 2, or 2 and 3; see also [25] , below), and these numbers being prime, Product would have derived them immediately, as already mentioned. One can also show (rather more technically) that the truth of 'Sum doesn't know either' persists after the 'I knew you didn't know' part of Sum's announcement.
Many different versions of the puzzle elicited much discussion from the late seventies onwards. The variations are caused by different announcements, different ranges for the numbers, and different choices for what is considered to be common knowledge at the starting-point. For yet another example, for a certain larger range of possible numbers than 2...99 one finds one or more solutions different from (4, 13) where those solutions may after all be in the 2...99 range. Discussions of several variants of the problem can be found in the literature on recreational mathematics, see e.g. [10, 17, 29] , and on a website www.mathematik.uni-bielefeld.de/˜sillke/PUZZLES/logic_sum_product that contains many other references. For a superbly elegant mathematical analysis we recommend Isaacs [17] .
More geared towards an epistemic logical audience are [25, 27, 35, 38] . Plaza [27] and Panti [25] were students of Rohit Parikh and have both made interesting contributions to epistemic logic. Parikh discussed issues related to the conversational setting of 'Sum and Product' in [26] . He is the motivating source for much work in early and current research in dynamic epistemic logic. In [27] the Sum-and-Product problem is modelled in a dynamic epistemic logic that is the precursor of the public announcement logic presented here, namely without an operator for common knowledge. We owe to Plaza a description of the initial model for solving the Sum-and-Product puzzle and the formalization of the announcements in epistemic logic, to be presented in Section 4. Plaza does not assume that an upper bound for the numbers, or their sum, is (commonly) known to Sum and Product; instead, he asks the problem solver for solutions with numbers smaller than 100, to which the answer is: the four pairs (4, 13) , (4, 61) , (16, 73) , (64, 73) . 1 These are the first four of the much longer list provided by Isaacs in the above-mentioned [17] . For example, (64,73) is clearly not a solution if Sum and Product had been aware of the upper bound, as it is the unique number pair with product (64·73) and factors below 100-73 is a prime number-so that Product would then immediately have known the numbers. In Ref. [25] , the common knowledge involved in the Sum-and-Product puzzle is investigated in detail, with an emphasis on the arithmetic involved. For example, for the formulation of the problem where the range of numbers (up to 100) is not considered to be common knowledge at the start, Panti proves that if the sum of the numbers is greater or equal than 7, then this (and its logical consequences) is the only fact that is common knowledge among Sum and Product. Finally, Van der Meyden [38] suggests a solution in temporal epistemic logic.
Looking for the origin of Sum and Product
In both of the two first full-length publications on the Sum-and-Product riddle [10, 22] , the authors explicitly wondered about but could not give its exact origins. John McCarthy explains in a footnote in his paper [22] : I have not been able to trace Mr. S and Mr. P back beyond its alleged appearance on a bulletin board at Xerox PARC.
Martin Gardner, in his 1979 'Mathematical Games' column [10] , writes:
This beautiful problem, which I call "impossible" because it seems to lack sufficient information for a solution, began making the rounds of mathematics meetings a year or so ago. I do not know its origin.
After the appearance of [10] , the fact that the puzzle had been published already in 1969 by Dutch topologist and specialist on mathematics education Hans Freudenthal, was brought to Gardner's attention by Dutch algebraist Robert van der Waall. Van der Waall was one of those who had sent in a correct solution after the puzzle's first appearance in 1969 [6] .
We have tried to fill in two missing pieces in the history of the Sum-and-Product riddle:
(i) If Ref. [6] is indeed the first published appearance of the problem, then how did the problem migrate from the Dutch mathematics community of the late 1960s and early 1970s to 'a bulletin board at Xerox Parc' and 'the rounds of mathematics meetings' in the United States in the late 1970s? (ii) Did Freudenthal invent the problem? And if so, has he possibly been inspired by (less complex) precursors?
Despite several requests on international e-mail lists, we have not been able to answer the first question. As to the second question, we did not find positive confirmation about the puzzle in Freudenthal's educational and autobiographic writings, nor from our contacts with the Freudenthal Institute. A subscriber to Nieuw Archief wrote to us that he remembered having seen the Sumand-Product riddle in the puzzle column 'Breinbrouwsels' (brain brews) in the now defunct Dutch-language weekly De Katholieke Illustratie ('Illustrated Catholic Magazine') in the 1950s. This memory proved to be incorrect. We consulted, directly or indirectly (by their answers), all of the 626 'Breinbrouwsels' that G. van Tilburg published from 1954 until 1965, and did not find the Sumand-Product riddle. Instead, we found several precursors to the Sum-and-Product riddle on which we intend to report separately in Nieuw Archief and that are similar to the riddles of British origin to be discussed next. Interestingly, we also found a slightly older (1956) version [44] of another epistemic riddle, the 'Muddy Children' problem, than the Gamow and Stern reference [9] commonly given in the literature. It turned out, however, that the answer to the second question is highly likely to be: 'yes, he did invent the problem.' Professor N.G. de Bruin observed (personal communication) that if no other source was mentioned in the problem section of Nieuw Archief at the time, the contributor of a problem was always its originator. Possibly, Freudenthal was inspired by Van Tilburg's 'Breinbrouwsels' or by some even earlier riddles of British origin, to which we turn our attention now.
Precursors of Sum and Product
David Singmaster's bibliographies on recreational mathematics (see www.g4g4.com/MyCD5/ SOURCES/singmaterial.htm) point to some candidate epistemic puzzles that appeared even earlier than Van Tilburg's. The earliest precursor of the Sum-and-Product riddle that we have been able to trace is the following one, probably invented by Williams and Savage and first published in book-form in 1940 in The Penguin Problems Book ( [45] , p. 53):
The church afloat "I'm taking three females on the river to-morrow," said the vicar to his curate; "would you care to join our party?" "What are their ages?" asked the curate, cautiously. "Far be it from me to disclose a lady's age!" said the vicar, "but I can tell you this-the product of their ages is 840, and the sum is twice the number of years in your own age. You, a mathematician, should be able to find their ages for yourself." "Sounds like casuistry, Vicar," said the curate; "but, as a matter of fact, I can't find their ages from your data. By the way, is the eldest older than you?" "No, younger." "Ah, now I know their ages!" said the curate. "Thanks, I will come with pleasure."
What was the curate's age? How old were the ladies? And what can be deduced about the vicar's age?
Here follows Williams' and Savage's answer ( [45] , p.135):
Sum of ages must be even.
Uncertainty, resolved by the vicar's final statement, must be due to the fact of there being more than one such sum which was twice the curate's age.
Of the possible sets of 3 factors of 840, there are only two cases of the same even sum occurring more than once. The sums in these cases are 46 and 30. Now the curate's age could not be 15; therefore he was 23.
The sets of female ages giving a sum of 46 are 35, 8, 3 and 30, 14, 2. Since the vicar's answer excluded one of these, that one must be the former. Therefore the ladies' ages were 30, 14, 2, and the vicar's age must lie between 30 and 35.
Note that some world knowledge is used implicitly here, namely the fact that mathematicians (and curates) are always older than 15 years, and the fact that the curate, being a mathematician, reasons correctly.
Another problem, that was published in 1944 in The Second Penguin Problems Book ( [46] , p.27), also hinges on the fact that only for some number combinations there is more than one way to make the same sum. In a way, the next problem is less attractive than the previous one, because the uncertainty is not completely dissolved at the end: readers are asked to derive the sum of the ages only. This time, the explanation is as follows ([46] , p.116); again, the authors implicitly use some world knowledge:
There are many ways of splitting 1296 into three factors, but only possible ones need be considered. Two of these sets of factors have the same sum, namely 1, 18, 72 and 2, 8, 81, adding up to 91. The other sums are all different. As the inspector could not be sure of the ages from the fact that they added up to the number of the house (which he, of course, knew), this number must have been 91. [Mr. Ptolemy's age -also known to the inspector -must have been 72 or 81 (unless it was 18 or 8 -both unlikely), but we have no means of deciding this point.]
The above two puzzles are roughly of the same kind as Van Tilburg's, but still different. In fact, Van Tilburg may have been inspired to create his puzzles after reading the British gentlemen. Essentially the same problem as "Domiciliary', but in a somewhat different guise, was printed in Greenblatt's Mathematical Entertainments [14] , first published in the United States in 1965. Greenblatt starts with some historical speculation:
One of the few amusing things to come out of World War II was a new type of brain twisterthe "census-taker" problem. (The time and place of origin of a problem are difficult to specify.
To the best of the author's knowledge, this problem was born on the M.I.T. campus in one of the war projects.)
As we now know, the type of problem probably stems from at least somewhat before the start of World War II, and from Great Britain instead of the United States. After all, The Penguin Problems Book, although published during the war in 1940, was mostly based on earlier puzzles from Williams' and Savage's column 'Perplexities' that used to appear in The Strand Magazine.
After this detailed overview of the dissemination of the Sum-and-Product riddle, which we hope may prevent some of this information from gradually disappearing into the fog of war on academic battlegrounds, we continue with the more technical core of this article, that consists of an introduction into public announcement logic, modelling the riddle in this logic, and verifying its properties in a model checker.
Public announcement logic
Public announcement logic is an extension of standard multi-agent epistemic logic with dynamic modal operators to model the effects of announcements. It was originally proposed by Plaza [27] . Plaza used a different notation, without dynamic modal operators, and did not incorporate common knowledge. Later milestones, with common knowledge and also involving further generalizations, are [13] (who did unfortunately not know about [27] at that time), and [2] . Intuitive explanations of the non-dynamic part of the semantics can be found in [5, 35, 42] . We give a concise overview of the language, the structures on which the language is interpreted, and the semantics.
Given are a finite set of agents A and a finite or countably infinite set of atoms Q. The language of public announcement logic is inductively defined as
where q ∈ Q, a ∈ A, and B ⊆ A are arbitrary. For K a ϕ, read 'agent a knows formula ϕ'. For C B ϕ, read 'group of agents B commonly know formula ϕ'. For [ϕ]ψ, read 'after public announcement of ϕ, formula ψ (is true)'.
Next, we introduce the (Kripke) structures. An epistemic model M = W ,∼,V consists of a domain W of (factual) states (or 'worlds'), accessibility ∼ :A → P(W ×W ), where each ∼(a) is an equivalence relation, and a valuation V : Q → P(W ). For w ∈ W , (M,w) is an epistemic state (also known as a pointed Kripke model, or possible-worlds model). 2 For ∼(a) we write ∼ a , and for V (q) we write V q . So, the accessibility function ∼ can be seen as a set of equivalence relations ∼ a , and V as a set of valuations V q . Given two states w,w in the domain, w ∼ a w means that w is indistinguishable from w for agent a on the basis of its information. For example, at the beginning of the riddle, pairs (14, 16) and (7, 23) are indistinguishable for Sum but not for Product. Therefore, assuming a domain of number pairs, we have that (14,16) ∼ S (7, 23) but that (14,16) ∼ P (7, 23) . The group accessibility relation ∼ B is the transitive and reflexive closure of the union of all accessibility relations for the individuals in B: ∼ B ≡ ( a∈B ∼ a ) * . This relation is used to interpret common knowledge for group B. 
The dynamic modal operator [ϕ] is interpreted as an epistemic state transformer. Announcements are assumed to be truthful, and this is commonly known by all agents. Therefore, the model M|ϕ is the model M restricted to all the states where ϕ is true, including access between states. The dual of
and only if for all states w in the domain of M: M,w |= ϕ. Formula ϕ is valid, notation |= ϕ, if and only if for all models
A proof system for this logic is presented, and shown to be complete, in Ref. [2] , with precursors-namely for public announcement logic without common knowledge-in Refs [13, 27] . For a concise completeness proof, see Ref. [42] . Some relevant principles of public announcement logic are
Item i expresses that the interpretation of the dynamic operator [ϕ] is a partial function. Item ii expresses that a sequence of two announcements ϕ and ψ can be replaced by the single announcement 'ϕ, and after ϕ, ψ'. Item iii expresses the preconditions and postconditions of announcements with respect to individual knowledge (for common knowledge, this relation is more complex). Item iv expresses that public knowledge (i.e. common knowledge for the entire group of agents) remains true after announcement. Not all formulas remain true after their announcement, in other words, [ϕ]ϕ is not a principle of this logic. This matter will be addressed in Section 5. One of the announcements in the Sum-and-Product problem provides a concrete counterexample.
Sum and Product in public announcement logic
We give a specification of the Sum-and-Product problem in public announcement logic. Modulo inessential differences, explicitly mentioned below, this specification was first suggested by Plaza in Ref. [27] , and in this section we merely elaborate on his results, that are unfortunately not as well-known as they deserve to be.
First we need to determine the set of atomic propositions and the set of agents. In the formulation of the problem, x,y are two integers such that 1 < x < y and x +y ≤ 100. Define I ≡{(x,y) ∈ N 2 | 1 < x < y and x +y ≤ 100}. Consider the variable x. If its value is 3, we can represent this information as the (truth of) the atomic proposition 'x = 3'. Slightly more formally we can think of 'x = 3' as a propositional letter x 3 . Thus we create a (finite) set of atoms
Concerning the agents, the role of the announcer A is to guarantee that the background knowledge for solving the problem is commonly known among Sum and Product. The announcer need not be introduced as an agent in the logical modelling of the system. That leaves {S,P} as the set of agents. Agents S and P will also be referred to as Sum and Product, respectively.
The proposition 'Sum knows that the numbers are 4 and 13' is represented as K S (x 4 ∧y 13 ). The proposition 'Sum knows the (pair of) numbers' is described as
Similarly, 'Product knows the numbers'is represented by K P (x,y) ≡ (i,j)∈I K P (x i ∧y j ). Furthermore, note that the 'knew' in announcement ii, by Sum, refers to the truth of K S ¬K P (x,y) in the initial epistemic state, not in the epistemic state resulting from announcement i, by Product.
Because of the property that all known propositions are true ('K a ϕ → ϕ' is valid), announcement i is entailed by announcement ii. Because of that, and as Product's announcement iii is a response to Sum's ii, and Sum's iv to Product's iii, the initial announcement i by Product is superfluous in the subsequent analysis.
3 This is sufficient to formalize the announcements made towards a solution of the problem: i. P says: 'I do not know it': ¬K P (x,y) ii. S says: 'I knew you didn't': K S ¬K P (x,y) iii. P says: 'I now know it': K P (x,y) iv. S says: 'I now also know it': K S (x,y)
We can interpret these statements on an epistemic model SP (x,y) ≡ I,∼,V consisting of a domain of all pairs (x,y) ∈ I (as above), with accessibility relations ∼ S and ∼ P such that for Sum: (x,y) ∼ S (x ,y ) iff x +y = x +y , and for Product: (x,y) ∼ P (x ,y ) iff xy = x y ; and with valuation V such that V x i ={(x,y) ∈ I | x = i} and V y j ={(x,y) ∈ I | y = j}. 4 We can describe the solution of the problem as the truth of the statement
This expresses that, if (4,13) is the initial state, then it is possible to publicly announce ii, iii and iv, in that order. This statement does not express that (4,13) is the only solution. We can express more properly that (4,13) is the only solution (and from here on our observations go beyond [27] again) as the model validity
3 Additional to this justification that announcement i is superfluous, we cannot formalize that announcement ii follows announcement i in our logical language, as we cannot refer to the past. In dynamic epistemic logic with assignment one can indirectly model such past tense epistemic statements [18] ; see also Ref. [47] . 4 Plaza does not assume that an upper bound for the numbers is given to the agents (as mentioned in the historical Section 2). The model in Ref. [27] corresponding to SP (x,y) is therefore infinite. He also specifies a finite model, for the McCarthy version of the riddle. Now given an infinite model, the corresponding announcements would be infinitary formulas, i.e. not well-formed formulas in our definition of the logical language. Indeed, Plaza does not model the announcements based on disjunctions of individual epistemic knowledge statements, but with 'know-value' individual knowledge operators binding non-rigid designators such that, e.g. Kv Product numbers stands for 'Product knows the value of the non-rigid designator / number variable numbers' [27, p. [13] [14] . The corresponding logic has a semantics, but is not known to be complete [27, p.13] .
This expresses that in all other points of the model than (4,13) the sequence of three announcements cannot be truthfully made. Technically this relates to the well-known modal property that formulas of form 2ϕ are true for all ϕ in all worlds where there are no accessible worlds. If all announcements are true, three consecutive epistemic state transformations result in a final epistemic state (M,w) [namely (SP (x,y) |ii|iii|iv,w)] wherein x 4 ∧y 13 should hold. Clearly, this is only the case when w = (4,13). In all other states of the domain I of model SP (x,y) , at least one announcement cannot be truthfully made; but that means that any postcondition of the dynamic 'necessity-type' modal operator corresponding to that announcement, even 'false', is true in that state.
For example, we observed that in state (7, 23) Product would know the numbers (as they are both prime). Therefore, ¬K P (x,y) is false in (SP (x,y) , (7, 23) ), and therefore K S ¬K P (x,y) (announcement ii) is also false in (SP (x,y) , (7, 23) ). The semantics gives us SP (x,y) , (7, 23) y) ](x 4 ∧y 13 ) ), and even SP (x,y) , (7, 23) 
An issue of general logical interest is that some announcements in Sum and Product are examples of formulas that become false when announced. This will now first be addressed, in Section 5. In Section 6 after that, we will model Sum and Product as an interpreted system. This will be followed by several sections on model checking.
Unsuccessful updates
Not all formulas remain true after their announcement, in other words, [ϕ]ϕ is not a principle of public announcement logic. A poignant example is the announcement of q∧¬K a q, for 'q is true and you don't know that'. 5 After the announcement, you know that the fact in question is true-K a qand therefore the formula of the announcement has become false: K a q entails ¬q∨K a q, which is equivalent to ¬(q∧¬K a q), the negation of the announcement. In a somewhat different setting that the formula q∧¬K a q cannot be consistently known, this phenomenon has been known in philosophical circles for a long time, namely as the Moore-paradox [16, 23] . In the underlying dynamic setting it has been described as an unsuccessful update in Refs [11, 12] . General terminology is proposed in Ref. [39] . Let ϕ be a formula in the language of public announcement logic:
Note that an unsuccessful formula may be a successful update in one epistemic state and an unsuccessful update in another epistemic state. It can be shown that
(See Ref. [39] , the second equivalence follows directly from the
, listed as item i on page 8 in Section 3.) Therefore, the successful formulas capture the notion 'formulas that remain true after their announcement'.
Clearly, also in the course of solving the Sum-and-Product problem the agents appear to learn things that they did not know before. So some reversal of ignorance into knowledge seems to take place: i.e. an unsuccessful update with something of the form ¬Kϕ, or similar. We investigate which of the announcements made towards the solution of the problem are unsuccessful updates. In this section, we refer to those four successive announcements as (how they have been enumerated before, e.g. on page 9, namely as) (i) ¬K P (x,y), (ii) K S ¬K P (x,y), (iii) K P (x,y) and (iv) K S (x,y).
The case i
Formula i is successful. It equals ¬K P (x,y), where 
The case ii
Announcement ii becomes false when it is announced in the initial epistemic state for the problem. This can be easily observed: after ii, Product knows the numbers (formula iii), so it can no longer be true that Sum knows that Product does not know the numbers: in other words, formula ii is now false. Ergo, ii is an unsuccessful update in the initial epistemic state.
The cases iii and iv
The last two announcements iii and iv are successful formulas: this is because they are preserved formulas: they are truth preserving under submodel restrictions, an inductively defined fragment with-among other clauses-inductive clauses that atomic propositions are always preserved, and that if ϕ and ψ are preserved, then also ϕ ∧ψ, ϕ ∨ψ and K a ϕ [33] . The announcements iii and iv are disjunctions of formulas of the form K a (x i ∧y j ), and are therefore preserved. All preserved formulas are successful [39] . And all successful formulas induce successful updates in all epistemic states.
The case of ii; iii; iv
No inductive definition of the successful formulas is known-in particular, if ϕ and ψ are both successful, [ϕ]ψ may be unsuccessful. Having said that, it is remarkable that the sequence of the three announcements ii ; iii ; iv is an unsuccessful update. This sequence of three announcements is equivalent to the single formula:
stated on page 8) that is unsuccessful in the initial epistemic state. This formula becomes false after its announcement: after that, just like after ii, Sum knows that Product knows the numbers, so it is now false that Sum knows that Product does not know the numbers: ii has become false, and therefore the entire conjunction corresponding to the sequence ii ; iii ; iv. The first announcement i can also be added to the conjunction (although somewhat improperly joining two different timelines), so that i∧ii∧ [ii] iii∧[ii∧ [ii] iii]iv is also unsuccessful in the initial epistemic state.
This last observation captures, we think, more than anything else our intuition that the Sum-andProduct problem is puzzling.
Sum and Product as an interpreted system
Interpreted systems were introduced in theoretical computer science as an abstract architecture for distributed systems [5] . In an interpreted system agents at least know their local state. We can model the epistemic states in the Sum-and-Product riddle as (static) interpreted systems when we consider the sum of the two numbers as Sum's local state, and the product of the two numbers as Product's local state. A global state for the problem is a tuple of local states, in our case a pair: one for Sum and one for Product. The set of global states is a subset of the full cartesian product of local state values: the dependencies between local states enable Sum and Product to communicate their local state to each other without explicitly referring to it. A standard way to represent a static interpreted system as an epistemic model (S5 Kripke model) is given in Ref. [20] . Each local state value for agent or processor then corresponds to an atomic proposition.
Therefore, when modelling the Sum-and-Product puzzle as an interpreted system, we introduce a different language in that a new set of atomic propositions is differently interpreted than in the model of Section 4. Specifically, atomic propositions represent the sum and product of the different numbers, instead of representing these numbers themselves. For example, the atomic proposition s 7 represents that the sum of the two numbers is 7. We allow a slight abuse of the language: if i+j = k then we also write s i+j for s k . Similarly, we write p ij for p l when ij = l. Thus we create a set of atoms {s x+y | (x,y) ∈ I}∪{p xy | (x,y) ∈ I}.
The obvious way to interpret such atoms is on an epistemic model SP (s,p) ≡ W ,∼ ,V with a domain W consisting of all pairs (s,p) such that s = x +y and p = xy (as in the formulation of the problem in Section 4) for all (x,y) ∈ I, i.e. with 1 < x < y and x +y ≤ 100; with accessibility relations ∼ S and ∼ P such that for Sum: (s,p) ∼ S (s ,p ) iff s = s , and for Product: (s,p) ∼ P (s ,p ) iff p = p ; and with valuation such that V s x+y ={(s,p) ∈ W | s = x +y} and V p xy ={(s,p) ∈ W | p = xy}.
'Sum knows the (pair of) numbers' can be represented by 'Sum knows the global state of the system', i.e. as K S (s,p) ≡ (x,y)∈I K S (s x+y ∧p xy ), and, similarly, 'Product knows the numbers' by K P (s,p) ≡ (x,y)∈I K P (s x+y ∧p xy ). The formalization of the announcements made towards a solution of the problem is then:
This is of course fairly similar to the formalization
on page 9-the precise relation requires a detour on characteristic formulas for interpreted systems. This will reveal the advantage of the interpreted system representation.
Characteristic formulas
In interpreted systems agents at least know their local state. That agent S knows its local state, means that S knows the sum of the two numbers, whatever they are: SP (s,p) |= s x+y → K S s x+y .
From this it follows that in the models for our problem a requirement K S (s x+y ∧p xy ), that is equivalent to K S s x+y ∧K S p xy , is equivalent to K S p xy . Similarly, p xy → K P p xy , and therefore, in the models, K P (s x+y ∧p xy ) is equivalent to K P s x+y .
Such local state knowledge and its interaction with global states is incorporated in the characteristic formula of a finite interpreted system. Characteristic formulas for modal structures are found in Refs [3, 32] . We introduce them in the setting given in Ref. [41] . A characteristic formula, or description, of a pointed model (M,w) is a formula δ(M,w) such that M,w |= ψ iff δ(M,w) |= ψ, in other words, any ψ true in (M,w) is entailed by δ(M,w) . A similar notion equates model validity with entailment by way of M |= ψ iff δ(M) |= ψ. These descriptions always exist for finite models, such as finite epistemic models, in which case formula δ(M,w) essentially requires common knowledge operators, in particular, they cannot be expressed in Plaza's dynamic epistemic language [27] . We then also have that δ(M,w) ↔ (δ(w)∧C A δ(M)), where δ(w) is the description of state w, for example summing up its valuation, or some other formula only true in w. In other words, we can separate a commonly known part ('background knowledge') from a part specific to the actual state.
In general these characteristic formulas are rather unwieldy and do not provide very concrete information. For example, it would be unclear what they are for the epistemic model for Sum and Product in Section 4. But for the specific case of an interpreted system, such as the interpreted system model SP (s,p) for Sum and Product, we can apply results similar to those in Ref. [41] . The characteristic formula δ(SP (s,p) ) is defined as
The first conjunct of δ(SP (s,p) ) sums up the valuations of the different states in the domain: δ(x +y,xy) is defined as the conjunction of: s x+y , and p xy , and for all other sums k and products l the negated atoms ¬s k and ¬p l . This is also known as the characteristic function of the valuation of the state (x +y,xy) of the model. The second line of the formula says that S knows its local state if and only if it considers possible any global state with that local state. For example, one of its conjuncts is K S s 17 ↔¬K S ¬(s 17 ∧p 52 ); another conjunct is K S s 17 ↔¬K S ¬(s 17 ∧p 60 ). From this follows that K S s 17 implies ¬K S ¬p 52 ∧¬K S ¬p 60 ∧...: if the sum of the two numbers is 17, S considers it possible that their product is 52, or 60, etc. The last line of the characteristic formula has a meaning similar to its second line: it says that P knows its local state if and only if it considers possible any global state with that local state.
Comparing the two models of Sum and Product
We now compare the modelling of Sum and Product with 'smaller and larger number pairs' in Section 4 to the interpreted system modelling in this section.
A relevant observation is that a pair of numbers (x,y) with x < y corresponds to exactly one sumproduct pair (s,p). In one direction this is trivial. For the other direction: assume that (x +y,xy) = (x +y ,x y ), with x < y and x < y . Let without loss of generality x be the smaller of x and x , so that x = x +v and therefore y = y−v. Then from xy = x y = (x +v)(y−v) it follows that yv−xv−v 2 = 0, so that v = 0 or v = y−x. If v = 0 then we are done, since this implies x = x . If v = y−x then x = x +(y−x) = y and y = y−(y−x) = x which contradicts that x < y .
We can now make technically precise how the different modellings compare. Expand the language to one containing atoms for all numbers x,y and atoms for all sums and products s,p of those numbers.
Extend the models SP (x,y) and SP (s,p) to SP + (x,y) and SP + (s,p) , respectively, by adding valuations for all sum and product atoms in the former, and for all smaller and larger number atoms in the latter. For example, to define SP + (x,y) we have to add valuations for all atoms s and p such that (x,y) ∈ V + s x+y iff s = x +y and (x,y) ∈ V + p xy iff p = xy. We now have that SP + (x,y) and SP + (s,p) are isomorphic. From this it follows that the models are also bisimilar [4] ; as a reminder, bisimilarity is a slightly weaker notion of 'sameness of models' than isomorphism, that still guarantees that the theories describing the models are logically equivalent.
Without going into great detail, it suffices to define the isomorphism as R : I → W such that R : (x,y) → (x +y,xy), to observe that this relation is a bijection, that (x,y) ∼ S (x ,y ) iff R(x,y) ∼ S R(x ,y ) iff (x +y,xy) ∼ S (x +y ,x y ), and similarly for Product, and that the valuation of all facts remains the same for any states (x,y) and (x +y,xy). The characteristic formula for the interpreted system SP + (s,p) in the expanded logical language is the previous one, δ (SP (s,p) ), in conjunction with
This propositional equivalence relates a number pair to its unique corresponding sum and product pair. To conclude, using the interpreted system representation, we can describe the initial situation for the Sum-and-Product puzzle in a very precise way by a characteristic formula. Moreover, the traditional representation and the interpreted system one are in a sense interchangeable: they have the same logical theory.
Towards computational aspects
Combining the different strands of the story, the epistemic state (SP (x,y) , (4, 13) ) of Section 4 can alternatively be represented as an epistemic state (SP (s,p) , (17, 52) ) that corresponds to an interpreted system, and there is a corresponding simple relation between different logical languages such that the formula K S ¬K P (x,y) K P (x,y) K S (x,y) from Section 4 corresponds to K S ¬K P (s,p) K P (s,p) K S (s,p) (similar to the formula on page 12, above). Schematically, starting out with some SP,w |= ϕ, we first have an interpreted system version SP ,w |= ϕ of that, which then corresponds to δ(SP ,w ) |= ϕ given the availability of 'readable' characteristic formulas for interpreted systems. Given the complete proof system for the logic of public announcements, this corresponds as well to δ(SP ,w ) ϕ : one should be able to derive the required postcondition from a logical theory representing the initial model for Sum and Product.
This also suggests that proof tools may play a role in checking the solution of the Sum-and-Product riddle. In principle, one can show that δ(SP ,w ) ϕ in the proof system for the logic. This is not an illuminating exercise, as it requires a very lengthy derivation with explicit reference to all (more than 100) points of the model to their counterparts in the logical language, and properly handling their (nonuniform) interaction with epistemic and dynamic operators. The derivation involves eliminating the dynamic operators from ϕ , and the interaction between those operators and the description δ(SP ,w ) makes the result very inelegant. Also, there are no automated proof checkers for epistemic logics with common knowledge operators.
There are, however, proof tools for model checking. In contrast to the situation in epistemic theorem proving, recent developments in dynamic epistemic model checking allow for a remodelling of the Sum-and-Product riddle in such a model checker. In dynamic epistemic model checking, one can stick to the initial model SP and the succinct list of four announcements, and thus bypass any need to be explicit about the number theory involved: one avoids the 'real thinking' and cumbersome computation involved in solving the problem for a human problem solver, or when using a nondedicated programming language.
'Non-dedicated' includes non-dynamic epistemic (or temporal modal) model checkers, that would again require us to eliminate the dynamic operators, thus introducing the inelegance already mentioned for theorem proving. We now turn towards implementation of our models using the epistemic model checker DEMO.
The epistemic model checker DEMO
Recently, epistemic model checkers with dynamic facilities have been developed to verify properties of interpreted systems, knowledge-based protocols and various other multi-agent systems. Examples are MCK [8] , MCMAS [28] , and recent work by Su [31] . All those model checkers use the interpreted systems architecture, and exploration of the search space is based on ordered binary decision diagrams. Their dynamics are expressed in temporal or temporal epistemic (linear and/or branching time) logics.
A different model checker, not based on a temporal epistemic architecture, is DEMO. It has been developed by Van Eijck [43] . DEMO is short for Dynamic Epistemic MOdelling. It allows modelling epistemic updates, graphical display of Kripke structures involved, and formula evaluation in epistemic states. This general purpose model checker has also many other facilities. DEMO is written in the functional programming language Haskell.
The model checker DEMO implements the dynamic epistemic logic of [1] . In this 'action model logic', the global state of a multi-agent system is represented by an epistemic model as in Section 3. But more epistemic actions are allowed than just public announcements, and each epistemic action is represented by an action model. Just like an epistemic model, an action model is also based on a multi-agent Kripke frame, but instead of carrying a valuation it has a precondition function that assigns a precondition to each point in the action model. A point in the action model domain stands for an atomic action.
The epistemic state change in the system is via a general operation called the update product: this is a way to produce a single structure (the next epistemic model) from two given structures (the current epistemic model and the current action model). We do not give details, as we restrict our attention to very simple action models, namely those corresponding to public announcements. Such action models have a singleton domain, and the precondition of that point is the announced formula. Now the way to produce the next epistemic model from the current epistemic model and the singleton action model for the announcement, is the familiar model restriction introduced in Section 3. We proceed with a relevant part of the recursive definition of formulas in DEMO, omitting the recursive clauses describing the effect of updates. The pointed and singleton action model for a public announcement is created by a function public with a precondition (the announced formula) as argument. The update operation is specified as
Here, EpistM is an epistemic state and PoAM is a pointed action model, and the update generates a new epistemic state. If the input epistemic state EpistM corresponds to some (M,w), then in case of the truthful public announcement of ϕ the resulting EpistM has the form (M|ϕ,w). We can also update with a list of pointed action models:
An example is the sequence of three announcements in the Sum-and-Product problem.
Sum and Product in DEMO
We implement the Sum-and-Product riddle in DEMO and show how the implementation finds the unique solution (4, 13) . Figure 2 contains the implementation. 
Representing the epistemic models
The set I ≡{(x,y) ∈ N 2 | 1 < x < y and x +y ≤ 100} is realized in DEMO as upb = 100 pairs = [(x,y)| x<- [2. .100], y<-[2.
.100], x<y, x+y<=upb] upb is the maximal sum considered, in this case upb=100; pairs is a list of pairs: a list is a standard data structure in Haskell, unlike a set. Thus, { and } are replaced by [ and ] , ∈ is replaced by <-, and instead of I we name it pairs. A pair such as (4,18) is not a proper name for a domain element. In DEMO, natural numbers are such proper names. Therefore, we associate each element in pairs with a natural number and make a new list.
ipairs = zip [0..numpairs-1] pairs
Here, numpairs is the number of elements in pairs, and the function zip pairs the i-th element in [0..numpairs-1] with the i-th element in pairs, and makes that the i-th element of ipairs. For example, the first element in ipairs is (0, (2,3) ). The initial model of the Sum-and-Product riddle is represented as The valuation function val maps each state in the domain to the subset of atoms that are true in that state. This is different from Section 3, where the valuation V was defined as a function mapping each atom to the set of states where it is true. The correspondence q ∈ val(w) iff w ∈ V (q) is elementary. An element (w,[P x, Q y]) in val means that in state w, atoms P x and Q y are true. For example, given that (0, (2,3) ) is in ipairs, P 2 and Q 3 are true in state 0, where P 2 stands for 'the smaller number is 2' and Q 3 stands for 'the larger number is 3'. These same facts were described in Section 4 by x 2 and y 3 , respectively, as that gave the closest match with the original problem formulation. In DEMO, names of atoms must start with capital P,Q,R, but the correspondence between names will be obvious.
The function acc specifies the accessibility relations. Agent a represents Sum and agent b represents Product. For (w,(x1,y1) ) and (v,(x2,y2)) in ipairs, if their sum is the same: x1+y1==x2+y2, then they cannot be distinguished by Sum: (a,w,v) in acc; and if their product is the same: x1*y1==x2*y2, then they cannot be distinguished by Product: (b,w,v) in acc. Function ++ is an operation merging two lists.
Representing the announcements
Sum and Product's announcements are modelled as singleton action models, generated by the announced formula (precondition) ϕ and the operation public. Consider K S ¬ (i,j)∈I K P (x i ∧y j ), expressing that Sum says: 'I knew you didn't.' This is equivalent to K S (i,j)∈I ¬K P (x i ∧y j ). A conjunct ¬K P (x i ∧y j ) in that expression, for 'Product does not know that the pair is (i,j)', is equivalent to (x i ∧y j ) →¬K P (x i ∧y j ). 6 The latter is computationally cheaper to check in the model, than the former: in all states but (i,j) of the model, the latter requires a check on two booleans only, whereas the former requires a check in each of those states of Product's ignorance, that relates to his equivalence class for that state, and that typically consists of several states.
This explains that the check on K S ¬ (i,j)∈I K P (x i ∧y j ) can be replaced by one on K S (i,j)∈I ((x i ∧ y j ) →¬K P (x i ∧y j )). Similarly, using a model validity, the check on (i,j)∈I K P (x i ∧y j ) (Product knows the numbers) can also be replaced, namely by a check (i,j)∈I ((x i ∧y j ) → K P (x i ∧y j )). 7 Using these observations, and writing an implication ϕ → ψ as ¬ϕ ∨ψ (because DEMO does not support implication directly), we represent the three problem announcements ii, iii and iv listed on page 1 and 2 as fmrs1e, fmrp2e and fmrs3e, respectively, as listed in Figure 2 . The corresponding singleton action models are obtained by applying the function public, e.g. amrs1e = public (fmrs1e). This is also shown in the figure. The line with solutione abbreviates the computation of the successive model restrictions. In other words, (upds msnp [amrs1e, amrp2e, amrs3e]) stands for epistemic model SP|ii|iii|iv. The final part of Figure 2 encodes the less efficient version of the public announcements discussed above, e.g. fmrs1 stands for K S ¬ (i,j)∈I K P (x i ∧y j ). In Section 9, we will discuss the precise computational properties of the different versions.
DEMO's interaction with the implemented model
We continue by showing a relevant part of DEMO interaction with this implementation. The full (three-page) output of this interaction can be found on www.cs.otago.ac.nz/staffpriv/hans/sumpro/.
The riddle is solved by updating the initial model msnp with the action models corresponding to the three successive announcements. Below, showM (upds msnp [amrs1e, amrp2e, amrs3e]) is user input and the lines from ==> [0] is the system response to that input.
The function showM displays a pointed epistemic model as:
[<accessibility relations represented as equivalence classes>]
The list [p4,q13] represents the facts P 4 and Q 13, i.e. the solution pair (4, 13) . Sum and Product have full knowledge (their access is the identity) on this singleton domain consisting of state 0. That this state is named 0 is not a coincidence: after each update, states are renumbered starting from 0. 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21 [[0,3,6] , [1, 9, 14, 23, 27, 32, 37, 44, 50] , [2, 10, 17, 24, 28, 38, 45, 46, 51] , [4 ,11,18,29,33,39,47,55,60,65] , [5, 12, 25, 35, 41, 48, 52, 56, 57, 62, 67, 70, 73] , [7] , [8, 22, 36] , [13, 20, 26, 42, 53, 58, 63, 68, 71, 74, 76, 79, 81] , [15,19,30,34,4 0,61,66] , [16, 21, 31, 43, 49, 54, 59, 64, 69, 72, 75, 77, 78, 80, 82, 83, 84, 85] [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , (...)
After two announcements, 86 pairs (x,y) remain possible. All remaining states are renumbered, from 0 to 85, of which part is shown. Product's (b) access consists of singleton sets only, of which part is shown. That should be obvious, as he just announced that he knew the number pair. Sum's (b) equivalence class [0, 3, 6 ] is that for sum 11: note that (0,[p2,q9]), (3,[p3,q8] ) and (6,[p4,q7] ) occur in the shown part of the valuation. Sum's access has one singleton equivalence class, namely [7] . That corresponds to the state for pair (4, 13) : see (7,[p4,q13] ) in the valuation. Therefore, Sum can now truthfully announce to know the pair of numbers, after which the singleton final epistemic state (that was already displayed) results. Of course, the additions x<=upb, y<=upb are now superfluous, but, for another example, it is also easy to check that the least upper bound for which the McCarthy version has a solution (and now we can not remove x<=upb, y<=upb) is upb = 62. This we find when also changing the upper bound from 100 into 62 (and checking that upb = 61 gives an empty model).
Versions of the riddle in DEMO
The interpreted system version of the model can be implemented by constructing the domain differently, namely as In principle, one can also check that, when increasing the upper bound, more solutions or different solutions from (4,13) may emerge. One is then likely to run quickly into complexity problems; for that see the next section. The Plaza version with an unlimited model cannot be checked, as DEMO requires models to be finite. Also, as already mentioned, the epistemic formulas would be infinitary, which is not allowed either. 8 Other epistemic riddles consisting of public announcements being made in some initial epistemic state, such as the Muddy Children problem, are similarly implemented by adapting the domain construction and the announcement formulas. For many examples, see [43] .
Other model checkers
As mentioned in the introduction of Section 7, other epistemic model checkers with dynamic features include MCK [8] and MCMAS [28] . The question is whether we could also implement this problem in those model checkers. For the latest versions of these model checkers in both cases the answer appears to be 'no'.
The current version of MCK is 0.2.0. In MCK, a state of the environment is an assignment to a set of variables declared in the environment section. These variables are usually assumed to be partially accessible to the individual agents, and agents could share some variables. The change of the state of the multi-agent system is either made by agents or the environment, in the form of changing these variables. There are two ways to make such changes. One is to send signals to the environment using the action construct by agents in conjunction with the transitions construct by the environment, which provides a way to describe how the environment variables are updated. The other is a specialized form for actions from the perspective that environment variables are shared variables, by providing read and write operations on those shared variables. In both cases, we need guarded statements to make the change. For example, a simple deterministic statement has the form:
where command C is eligible for execution only if the corresponding condition cond evaluates to true in the current state. Otherwise, the command C o will be executed. If we would like to model the Sum-and-Product problem in MCK, the effect of a public announcement should be recorded in a variable which is accessible to all agents. Suppose the effect of P's public announcement: 'I now know it' (K P (x,y)) is recorded in variable v. Then in a state just after this announcement, the variable v will be set to True if K P (x,y) holds in the previous state, and otherwise to False. Clearly, we need that statement in the above epistemic form, with cond involving knowledge checking. Unfortunately, even though in MCK we can check epistemic postconditions, the current version of MCK does not support checking epistemic formulas as preconditions, as in cond. This might possibly be related to inherent difficulties to incorporate knowledge in cond, but an extension seems called for.
The latest MCMAS is version 0.7. The underlying theory has been developed by Lomuscio. It can be seen as a continuation of his PhD work on hypercube systems, which are a special class of interpreted systems [20] . Similarly to MCK, MCMAS also does not support actions with knowledgebased preconditions to transit from one global state to another global state. Other recent work, by Su [31] , was not included in our comparisons. However, his model checking results use an architecture similar to MCK and MCMAS.
Complexity
In this section, we analyse the complexity of finding solutions using our DEMO implementation. The theoretical boundaries are covered in Subsection 9.1. We also include some experimental results, in Subsection 9.2. Computational complexity of epistemic model checking is currently a focus of the research community; for temporal epistemic model checking we refer to Refs [21, 34, 36, 37] . These results are as such inapplicable to our setting, because even apart from the different logical (namely temporal) setting, they also focus on other modelling aspects, e.g. Ref. [21] is not based on actual epistemic models but on succinct descriptions of such models in concurrent programs, and [37] is more concerned with the complexities involved when reformulating planning problems in a model checking context.
Theoretical analysis
The Sum-and-Product problem is solved by updating the initial model with a sequence of three public announcements, i.e. by upds msnp [amrs1e, amrp2e, amrs3e]. Each such model restriction M|ϕ requires determining the set {w ∈ D(M) | M,w |= ϕ}. Given a model M, a state w, and a formula ϕ, checking whether M,w |= ϕ can be solved in time O(|M|×|ϕ|), where |M| is the size of the model as measured in the size of its domain plus the number of pairs in its accessibility relations, and where |ϕ| is the length of the formula ϕ. This result has been established by the well-known labelling method [5, 15] . This method is based on dividing ϕ into subformulas. One then orders all these subformulas, of which there are at most |ϕ|, by increasing length. For each subformula, all states are labelled with either the formula or its negation, according to the valuation of the model and based on the results of previous steps. This is a bottom-up approach, in the sense that the labelling starts from the smallest subformulas. So it ensures that each subformula is checked only once in each state.
In DEMO v1.02, the algorithm for checking whether M,w |= ϕ does not employ the bottomup approach described above. Instead, it uses a top-down approach, starting with the formula ϕ and recursively checking its largest subformulas. For example, to check whether M,w |= K a ψ, the algorithm checks whether M,w |= ψ for all w such that w ∼ a w , and then recursively checks the subformulas of ψ. This algorithm is O(|M| |ϕ| ), since each subformula may need to be checked |M| times, and there are at most |ϕ| subformulas of ϕ. So, theoretically, DEMO's algorithm is quite expensive.
In practice it is less expensive, because the Haskell language and its compiler and interpreter support a cache mechanism: after evaluating a function, it caches some results in memory, for reuse. For a study on the cache mechanism in Haskell programs we refer to Ref. [24] . Since it is hard to predict what results will be cached and for how long, we cannot give an estimate how much the cache mechanism influences our experimental results. But we can still show some interesting experimental results on the DEMO algorithm. 
Experimental results
Our experimental results were based on a PC configured as Windows XP, AMD CPU 3000+ (1.8 Ghz), 1G RAM. We used DEMO v1.02, and the Glasgow Haskell Compiler Interactive (GHCi) version 6.4.1, enabling the option ':set +s' to display information after evaluating each expression, including the elapsed time and number of bytes allocated. 9 We have run Windows XP in 'safe mode'to minimize the disturbance from other irrelevant processes when measuring computation.
More or less efficient formulas
In Section 8, we observed that checking a formula such as K S (i,j)∈I ((x i ∧y j ) →¬K P (x i ∧y j )), fmrs1e in Figure 2 , is computationally cheaper than checking its (in T) logically equivalent form K S ¬ (i,j)∈I K P (x i ∧y j ), fmrs1 in Figure 2 . Our experiments confirm this result. In Table 1 , we show the results for time and space consumption of function upds msnp [public(fmrs1e)] and upds msnp [public(fmrs1)] for different upper bounds upb in the initial model msnp: namely for upb 20, 40, 60 and 80. It is easy to see that checking with fmrs1e is substantially less costly than checking with fmrs1 in terms of time, and slightly less costly in terms of space. We estimate that it may take more than a week to run the case fmrs1 with upb=80. Cases 80 and 100 are only feasible for the more efficient form fmrs1e. Our next experiment is based on the more efficient fmrs1e,fmrp2e,fmrs3e only.
Trends for time and space consumption
The smallest upb for which the Freudenthal version of the problem has a solution is 65. We investigated the trend of time-space consumption between upb=65 and upb=100, as this relates to the size of the initial model msnp. The results for running solutione (Figure 2 ) are shown in Table 2 . In the figure, | msnp | is the size of the model msnp, measured as the number of states in the domain plus the number of pairs in the accessibility relations (for Sum and for Product). The proportional increase of the figures in Table 2 is clearer in Table 3 , wherein they are normalized to the case upb=65. Note that time consumption increases faster than space consumption when the size of the model increases. Our sample is too small to consider other, more general, conclusions. Finally, we also investigated the computational differences between the standard 'smaller/larger number' modelling of the puzzle (Section 4) and the 'interpreted system' modelling of the puzzle (Section 6). In that case we did not find significant results.
Conclusions
We have modelled the Sum-and-Product problem in public announcement logic and verified its properties in the epistemic model checker DEMO. The problem can be represented in the traditional way by number pairs, so that Sum knows their sum and Product their product, but also as an interpreted system with (sum, product) pairs. Subject to the union of languages, the representations are bisimilar, and even isomorphic. We also analysed which announcements made towards a solution of the problem were unsuccessful updates-formulas that become false because they are announced.
A final word on model checking such problems: originally, an analysis involving elementary number theory and combinatorics was necessary to solve the problem. Indeed, that was the whole fun of the problem. Solving it in a model checker instead, wherein one can, in a way, simply state the problem in its original epistemic formulation, hides all that combinatorial structure and makes it appear almost trivial. Far from trying to show that the problem is therefore actually trivial or uninteresting, this rather shows how powerful model checking tools may be, when knowledge specifications are clear and simple but their structural ramifications are complex.
